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9/10
Over the next years, nine out of 10 

CEOs say they must make some 

changes to their business model
Gartner

predicts
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State of organizational strategy for hybrid IT



Different viewpoints driving Hybrid IT intents

IT Efficiency & 

Optimization
IT Driven

• Removing human intervention

• Increased accuracy, decreasing 

error

• Repeatability of services

• Self Service Capabilities

• Automation 

Enabler for Digital 

Transformation
Business Driven

• Improving Client Experience

• Speed to market

• Improve Security and 

Compliance

• Increase Operating 

Performance

• Speed of development



Having a common language

“capacity scalability”

Service Based 

Attributes

Agility

Scalability

Resiliency

Maintainability

Security

Common
Language

Business Technology
workflow based process based

“application launch”

“service launch”
“capability of infrastructure”

“technology options”

“user reach” “number of cpu”

ABC 123

“always available” “redundancy” “dual path”

“constant updates” “support contract”

“user security” “firewall policies”“fraud prevention” “intrusion detection”

I need to launch my service! No problem! Here is a 

virtual server in 1 day!

You still need 3 

days for security 

approval (not my 

problem!)

2 days for a new 

admin account 

approval (not my 

problem!)

Next change 

request is 5 

days away! (not 

my problem!)

I need everything 

up and running in 

3 working days!  



Different viewpoints driving Hybrid IT intents

Inhibitors Drivers

32%

29%

29%

Limitations of the IT Budget

Incompatibility of different IT 

environments

Difficulty in managing cost 

across multiple vendors

53% 

43%  

30%

Improve customer experience

Reduce operating cost

Improve operating performance

Cost is 

both a 

driver and 

inhibitor of 

hybrid IT 

adoption



Digital Transformation

1

2

3Reinvent

Automate & 

Modernize

Operate &

Manage

Modernize existing and build new cloud-
based infrastructure, innovative ways  to 

differentiate

More agile process
across both IT and

the business, change of 
operating model

New ways of 
developing, delivering, 

and integrating 
applications, speed to 

development and 
market release

requires an evolution in...



Focus on delivering differentiators

Cloud

Capability

Client 

Acquisition

Drive 

Innovation

Increase 

Profitability Cloud is a capability



Application 
Innovation

Infrastructure 
Innovation

SaaS Public 
Cloud 

Platform

DevOps-as-
a-Service 

Platform

(Managed)

Ready DevOps 
Platform

(Self-managed)

Bespoke 
Platform

(Self-managed)
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Our point of view while selecting your platform options

Being more agile by increasing 

microservices without the requirement 

to innovate infrastructure
Key considerations

Platform build complexity

Engineering support for platform

Amount of customisation required 

Platform operating cost 

Administration overhead

Upfront investment cost

Platform dependency (*subjective)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Application 

Delivery

Infrastructure 

Delivery

Resource Skills & Investment

Startup Organisation

Digital Enterprise Type I

Digital Enterprise Type II



E R A

cloud

Explore

cloud

Ready
Cloud

Accelerate

Cloud is not a platform nor it’s a destination.  Cloud itself is a capability.  

While Cloud technologies is not new to most organisations, 85% of 

enterprise are unable to unleash the full potential of Cloud.



cloud

Explore

cloud

Ready
cloud

Accelerate

▪ Private Cloud with 

Public

▪ Cloud connectivity

▪ Application 

rationalisation

▪ Private Cloud, CI, HCI

▪ Experimental with Public

▪ Robust on-premise 

architecture and 

operations

▪ Cost control

▪ Best practices

▪ True workload 

portability

Private Cloud Hybrid Cloud Multi Cloud



cloud

Explore

Objective

To facilitate enterprise clients to investigate, search and define their 

technology infrastructure in the digital world. 

Capabilities – as we journey with our clients, we work in partnership to facilitate

Identify both your 

technology and 

operational gaps; by 

constructing an 

appropriate platform and 

defining a new digital 

operating model

A purpose built deployment and 

management of a modernised 

Private Cloud that’s future ready 

to enable Public Cloud 

integration. 

Key characteristics
• Blueprinting of services

• Service Catalogue Automation 

Understand your ‘as-is’ 

technology consumption 

demands and topology

1 2 Desired Outcomes



cloud

Ready

Objective

To assist enterprise clients to embrace cloud capabilities and 

mitigate the risks and exposures in both technical and commercial 

aspect.

Capabilities – provide a pragmatic approach through help our clients

Review current technology 

strategy and cloud 

blueprint

1

Define your 

application/workload 

readiness for cloud

3

Understanding of your 

operational processes and 

required capabilities

2

Defining of your migration 

strategy and tactical 

approach

4

Defining the Hybrid Cloud 

construct integrated with a  

hyperscale with a migration plan 

and operating model.

Key characteristics
• Hyperscale suitability 

assessment

• Migration Roadmap 

Desired Outcomes



cloud

Accelerate

Objective

To partner our clients in their cloud journey by maintaining, optimise, 

innovate and accelerate their vision.

Capabilities – provide a pragmatic approach through deep engagement and partnership to

Enhance cloud 

architectural design and 

security posture

1

Establish a DevOps 

platform that and 

operating environment

3

Optimise cloud resource 

consumption and expense 

management

2

Manage and operate your 

hybrid cloud platforms and 

network connectivity

4

Extracting advanced capabilities 

of a multi-cloud environment to 

unlock key differentiators 

Key characteristics
• Enabling Continuous Delivery

• Multi-cloud Cost rationalisation

• Enhanced Security

Desired Outcomes











Why – Our mission answers why 

we exist and guides our decisions 

every day. In a complex world, we 

help people make clearer, easier 

decisions so they can live better.

What – Our Strategic Priorities are 

what we need to do to transform 

into a digital, customer-centric 

market leader and live up to our 

Mission.

How – Values represent how we 

operate. They reflect our culture, 

inform our behaviors, and help us 

define how we work together.















In Summary

1

2

3Continuous 

Exploration

Cloud 

Capability

Applications 

Driven



Thank you


